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FIG. I

(57) Abstract: A wake modifying system for modifying a wake produced by a watercraft traveling through water may include a rud
der pivotally mounted to the watercraft for steering the watercraft, a fin pivotally mounted to the watercraft substantially along a
f4 centerline of the watercraft and forward the rudder, wherein the fin pivots about an upright axis to modify the wake produced by the
watercraft traveling through the water, an actuator mounted within the watercraft and operably coupled to the fin for pivoting the fin
relative to the centerline, and a controller mounted on the watercraft allowing an operator to control the actuator and selectively
pivot the fin to a desired angle Gd relative to the centerline.
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SURF WAKE SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR A WATERCRAFT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Field of the Invention
[0001]

This invention relates, in general, to a surf wake system and method for a

watercraft and more particularly to a wake modifying system for modifying a wake
produced by a watercraft traveling through water and methods for their use.
Description of Related Art
[00021

Generally, wake surfing is a water sport in which a surfer trails behind a

ballasted wake boat at relatively slow speeds. Riders surf on an endless wave. The
wake boats are specific wake boats with rear platforms and direct submerged drives
so the propeller is under the boat.
[00031

In order to create wakes, owners of inboard boats place ballast, such as water,

lead weights, cement, or other heavy objects in different sections of the boat in order
to weight the boat down and create a larger wake. The weight may add a bias of
weight toward the back corner of the boat that the rider is surfing on.
[00041

However, it takes trial and error to figure out where to put the ballast and how

much to produce the best wave on your boat. For example, if a left surf wake is
desired, one would position a significant amount of weight near the aft left corner of
the boat. Positioning several hundred pounds of ballast (e.g., 600-800 lbs, or more) or
several large men adjacent the desired corner may be necessary for creating a suitable
surf wake. One will appreciate such imbalance generally leads to significant lean of
the watercraft. For example, a lean of approximately 14' is often necessary when

using conventional ballast systems in order to create a suitable surf wake. As one can imagine,
such lean may have deleterious effects on both handling and passenger enjoyment.

[0005]
5

The information disclosed in this Background of the Invention section is only for

enhancement of understanding of the general background of the invention and should not be taken
as an acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that this information forms the prior art already
known to a person skilled in the art.

BRIEF SUMMARY

10
[0006]

Various aspects of the present invention are directed to a wake modifying system for

modifying a wake produced by a watercraft traveling through water.

[0006a]
15

In one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a boat configured to produce a

first wake when traveling through water and configured to produce a second wake different from
said first wake when a wake surfer is surfing said second wake behind said boat; the boat
comprising:
a hull;
an operator control;

20

at least one wake modifier oriented substantially vertically, wherein, when the boat is in
said water, said wake modifier is oriented substantially perpendicular to a surface of said water;
an actuator operably coupled to said wake modifier wherein actuation of said actuator
moves said wake modifier between a first position and a second position, wherein one of said first
position and said second position comprises said wake modifier being in a neutral position and the

25

other of said first and said second position comprises said wake modifier being in an engaged
position to form said second wake, said second wake comprising one of a left side surf wake or a
right side surf wake different from said left side surf wake;
a rudder configured to track said boat in a straight line through said water when said
boat is traveling at least at a speed suitable for surfing with said wake modifier in said engaged

30

position; and
an electronic controller configured to regulate said actuator responsive to electronic
signals received by said electronic controller from said operator control, said electronic signals
responsive to input into said operator control by an operator.

2

[0006b]

In one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of producing a surfing

wake when a boat is configured for surfing as said boat travels through water, said surfing wake
being different from a wake when said boat is configured for not surfing as said boat travels
through water, the configuration of said boat from surfing to not surfing responsive to input to an
5

electronic control, said method comprising:
receiving input responsive to a selection of a right side surf wake; and
actuating an actuator responsive to a controller to move a substantially vertically
oriented wake modifier from a first position to a second position, wherein one of said first position
and said second position comprises said wake modifier being in a neutral position and the other of

10

said first and said second position comprises said wake modifier being in an engaged position to
form said surfing wake, said surfing wake comprising a right side surf wake different from a left
side surf wake.

[0006c]
15

In one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a surf boat comprising:
a hull;
a rudder;
a plurality of wake modifiers oriented substantially perpendicular to a surface of said

water when said hull is in said water, said plurality of wake modifiers each having a deployed
position and a neutral position, wherein when in said deployed position and said hull is moving
20

through said water, at least one of said plurality of said wake modifiers modifying a wake of said
hull to produce either a right side surf wake or a left side surf wake different from said right side
surf wake; and
an operator control including a right surf control and a left surf control, wherein
selection of said right surf control causes at least one of said plurality of said wake modifiers to

25

produce said right side surf wake and selection of said left surf control causes at least one of said
plurality of said wake modifiers to produce said left surf wake.

[0006d]

In one aspect of the present invention, there is provided an inboard water-sports boat

configured to produce a wake suitable for wake surfing, the inboard water-sports boat comprising:
30

a hull configured to produce a wake when the hull moves through water, said hull
housing an engine and a ballast system;
at least one pivotable fin disposed on an underside centerline of the hull, wherein the fin
pivots about a substantially vertical axis between a neutral position, a first engaged position
configured to produce a first wake modification to form a right side surf wake, and a second

35

engaged position configured to produce a second wake modification to form a left side surf wake;

2a

a user interface configured to receive user input;
at least one actuator responsive to the user input received by the user interface to pivot
the at least one fin between the neutral position, the first engaged position, and the second engaged
position; and
a rudder configured to, when desired, counter course alterations caused by the at least

5

one fin in the first engaged position or in the second engaged position to track the inboard water
sports boat in a straight line through the water.

[0006e]
10

In one aspect of the present invention, there is provided an inboard water-sports boat for

wake surfing, the inboard water-sports boat comprising:
a hull housing an engine and a ballast system;
a propeller positioned under the hull and responsive to the engine to move the hull forward
through water to produce a wake having a right wave and a left wave;
at least one fin movable between a first position and a second position, wherein the inboard

15

water-sports boat is configured to enhance the right wave for wake surfing on a right side of the
inboard water-sports boat when the inboard water-sports boat moves through water with the at least
one fin in the first position, and wherein the inboard water-sports boat is configured to enhance the
left wave for wake surfing on a left side of the inboard water-sports boat when the inboard water
sports boat moves through water with the at least one fin in the second position; and

20

a rudder for, when desired, tracking the inboard water-sports boat in a substantially straight
path as the inboard water-sports boat moves through water with the at least one fin in the first
position or the second position to enhance the right wave or left wave without significant leaning
of the inboard water-sports boat to a side;
wherein the at least one fin is disposed on a centerline of the inboard water-sports boat.

25
[0007]

In various aspects of the present invention, the wake modifying system may include a

rudder pivotally mounted to the watercraft for steering the watercraft, a fin pivotally mounted to
the watercraft substantially along a centerline of the watercraft and forward the rudder, wherein the
fin pivots about an upright axis to modify the wake produced by the watercraft traveling through
30

the water, an actuator mounted within the watercraft and operably coupled to the fin for pivoting
the fin relative to the centerline, and a controller mounted on the watercraft allowing an operator to
control the actuator and selectively pivot the fin to a desired angle Od relative to the centerline.

2b

[0008]

The fin may be disposed along the centerline substantially adjacent a midline of the

watercraft, wherein the fin includes a short portion extending in a direction from the upright axis
and a long portion extending in another direction from the upright axis, and wherein the long
portion may be longer than the short portion. A length ratio of the short portion and the long
5

portion may be approximately 13. The short portion and the long portion have lengths of
approximately 3.5 inches and approximately 8.5 inches, respectively.

[0009]

The wake modifying system may further include another fin pivotally mounted to the

watercraft substantially along the centerline of the watercraft and

2c
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forward the fin, wherein the another fin pivots about another upright axis substantially
parallel to the upright axis. Each of the fin and the another fin include short and long
portions extending in opposing directions from the upright axis and the another
upright axis, respectively. The short portion of both the fin and the another fin extend
in a direction from the upright axis and the another upright axis, respectively. The
long portion of both the fin and the another fin extend in another direction from the
upright axis and the another upright axis, respectively, wherein the actuator may be
operably coupled to both the fin and the another fin for pivoting the fins relative to the
centerline in phase.
[0010]

One end of the actuator may be affixed to the watercraft and another end

thereof may be operably coupled to the fin by a link mechanism. One end of the
actuator may be affixed to the watercraft and another end thereof may be operably
coupled to the fin by a rack and pinion.
[ooi

The controller may be configured to control the actuator to return the fin to

approximately 0' relative to the centerline when a speed of the watercraft may be
above a predetermined speed, wherein the predetermined speed may be approximately
10 miles per hour. Maximum value of the desired angle may be approximately 220.
The controller includes a touch screen allowing the operator to set the desired angle.
The rudder may be pivoted in opposite direction of rotation direction of the fin.
[0012]

The methods and apparatuses of the present invention have other features and

advantages which will be apparent from or are set forth in more detail in the
accompanying drawings, which are incorporated herein, and the following Detailed
Description of the Invention, which together serve to explain certain principles of the
present invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0013]

FIG. 1 is a side view of an exemplary surf wake system having adjustable surf

fins according to the present invention.

3
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FIG. 2 is an enlarged perspective view of two fins of FIG. 1 aligned along a

centerline.
[0015

FIG. 3 is an enlarged schematic view of the actuator and the two fins of FIG. 2

aligned along a centerline of a watercraft.
[0016]

FIG. 4 is an enlarged perspective view of the two fins of FIG. 1 tilted with a

predetermined angle with respect to a centerline of a watercraft.
[0017]

FIG. 5 is an enlarged schematic view of the actuator and two fins of FIG. 1

wherein the two fins are tilted with a predetermined angle with respect to the
centerline.
[00181

FIG. 6(A) and 6(B) are schematic views illustrating two fins aligned along a

center line of the watercraft and operation thereof, where long portions of the fins are
oriented aft of a watercraft according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0019]

FIG. 7 is a schematic view illustrating two fins, wherein a long portion of a fin

is oriented toward the bow and a long portion of another fin is oriented aft of a
watercraft according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention
[0020]

FIG. 8(A) and 8(B) are schematic views illustrating two fins, wherein a long

portion of a fin is oriented toward the bow and a long portion of another fin is
oriented aft, and wherein each fin is controlled independently to be placed in the same
side with respect to the centerline of a watercraft according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[00211

FIG. 9(A) and 9(B) are schematic views illustrating two fins, wherein a long

portion of a fin is oriented toward the bow and a long portion of another fin is
oriented aft, and wherein each fin is controlled independently to be placed in the
opposite side with respect to the centerline of a watercraft according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.

4
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FIG. 10 is a schematic view illustrating two fins coupled to an actuator via a

link mechanism according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[00231

FIG. 11 is a schematic view illustrating two fins coupled to an actuator via a

rack and pinion according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[00241

It should be understood that the appended drawings are not necessarily to

scale, presenting a somewhat simplified representation of various features illustrative
of the basic principles of the invention. The specific design features of the present
invention as disclosed herein, including, for example, specific dimensions,
orientations, locations, and shapes will be determined in part by the particular
intended application and use environment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[00251

Reference will now be made in detail to various embodiments of the present

invention(s), examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings and
described below. While the invention(s) will be described in conjunction with
exemplary embodiments, it will be understood that present description is not intended
to limit the invention(s) to those exemplary embodiments. On the contrary, the
invention(s) is/are intended to cover not only the exemplary embodiments, but also
various alternatives, modifications, equivalents and other embodiments, which may be
included within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended
claims.
[0026]

Turning now to the drawings, wherein like components are designated by like

reference numerals throughout the various figures, attention is directed to FIGS. 1 and
2, which illustrate a wake modifying system for modifying a wake produced by a
watercraft 1 traveling through water. The system generally includes a rudder 5
pivotally mounted to the watercraft for steering the watercraft, one or more fins
pivotally mounted to the watercraft substantially along a centerline 10 of the
watercraft and forward the rudder 5. In the illustrated embodiment, the fin pivots
about an upright axis thereof to modify the wake produced by the watercraft traveling

5
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through the water. One will appreciate that the axis may be substantially vertical, or
somewhat inclined. The system also includes an actuator 50 mounted within the
watercraft and operably coupled to the fin for pivoting the fin relative to centerline 10.
A controller 60 is mounted on the watercraft allowing an operator to control actuator
50 to selectively pivot the fin to a desired angle Od relative to centerline 10.
[0027]

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the wake modifying

system may include a single fin 30 or 40. Fin 30 or 40 may be disposed along
centerline 10 substantially adjacent a midline 20 of the watercraft.
[00281

Centerline 10 is an imaginary line dividing the watercraft along a longitudinal

direction substantially in equal ratio in a traverse direction of the watercraft. The
midline 20 is an imaginary line dividing the watercraft along a traverse direction
substantially in equal ratio in a longitudinal direction of the watercraft.
[0029]

As shown in FIG. 3, each of fin 30 or 40 may include a short portion 32, 42

extending in a direction from the upright axis 36 or 46 of fin 30 or 40 and a long
portion 34, 44 thereof extending in another direction from the upright axis 36 or 46,
wherein each short portion of fin 30 or 40 extends in opposing directions from the
upright axis 36 or 46 respectively. One will appreciate that the forward portion of the
fins may be longer or shorter than the rearward portion of the fins.
[00301

In various embodiments of the present invention, the length ratio of short

portions 32, 42 and long portions 34, 44 may be approximately 1:3. In other
embodiments, short portions 32, 42 and the long portions 34, 44 may have lengths of
approximately 3.5 inches and approximately 8.5 inches, respectively. One will
appreciate that the actual dimensions may vary.
[0031]

The wake modifying system may further include an actuator 50 that is

operably coupled to one or both fins 30 and 40 for pivoting the fins relative to
centerline 10 in phase.
[00321

In various embodiments, the wake modifying system of the present invention

may one, two, three or more fins. The fin(s) may be disposed between stem 2 and

6
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midline 20, or in various embodiments, forward the midline. The long portion 34 of
fin 30 may be aligned toward stem 2 or toward bow 3 of the watercraft.
[00331

In other embodiments of the present invention, the wake modifying system

may include only a fin 40 that is disposed between bow 3 and midline 20. The long
portion 44 of fin 40 may be aligned toward stem 2 of the watercraft or toward bow 3
of the watercraft.
[00341

Fin 30 or 40 may be pivoted by a link mechanism, a rack and pinion

mechanism, or other suitable means. Since operation of the actuator applied to a
single fin is similar to that applied to a plurality of fins, the below explanation will be
made primarily with reference to a wake modifying system having two fins. One will
appreciate that one or more actuators may be provided to control one or more fins.
[0035]

In addition, the plurality of fins may include two or more fins which that may

be individually rotated, or cooperatively controlled to rotate the fins simultaneously,
synchronously or asynchronously, and/or in-phase or out-of-phase.
[0036]

Fins 30 and 40 may be pivotally mounted to the watercraft substantially along

centerline 10 of the watercraft. Fins 30 and 40 may be substantially adjacent the
midline 20 of the watercraft as shown in FIGS. 2-5. In various embodiments, one fin
may be disposed between stem 2 and midline 20 while another fin may be disposed
between bow 3 and midline 20.
[0037]

In various embodiments of the present invention, as shown in FIGS. 6(A) and

6(B), the long portions 34 and 44 of fins 30 and 40 may be disposed toward stem 2,
that is, the long portions may extend aft. The long portions 34 and 44 of fins 30 and
40 may operate to move to the same side (i.e., left or right direction) with respect to
centerline 10 as shown in FIG. 6(B). Accordingly, the long portions 34 and 44 of fins
30 and 40 may synchronously pivot to the left or right side of the center line 10.
[00381

However, while the long portions 34 and 44 of fins 30 and 40 may operate in

one side, for instance, the right side of the watercraft with respect to centerline 10 as
shown in FIG. 6(B), the watercraft may tend to rotate in a counterclockwise direction

7
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in the drawing. Accordingly, the rudder 2 may be actuated by controller 60 to rotate
in a clockwise direction, as shown in the drawing, or in a counter clockwise direction.
[0039]

FIGS. 7-9 show another exemplary embodiment of the present invention in

which a long portion 34 of fin 30 is aligned toward stem 2 and the long portion 44 of
fin 40 is aligned toward the bow 2.
[00401

In this structure, long portions 34 and 44 of fins 30 and 40 may operate in the

same side (i.e., left or right side) with respect to centerline 10 as shown in FIG. 8(A)
and 8(B). Accordingly, the long portions 34 and 44 of fins 30 and 40 may
synchronously pivot in the left or right side of the center line 10 with a phase
difference.
[00411

In another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, long portions 34

and 44 of fins 30 and 40 may operate in the opposite sides (i.e., left side and right
side) individually with respect to centerline 10 as shown in FIGS. 9(A) and 9(B).
[00421

However, as shown in FIGS. 9(A) and (B), while the long portions 34 and 44

of fins 30 and 40 may operate in opposite sides respectively with respect to the
centerline of the watercraft, the watercraft may tend to rotate by the reaction force of
water applied to fins 30 and 40 in front thereof. Accordingly, the rudder 2 may be
steered by the controller 60 to counteract the rotation of the watercraft.
[00431

Hereinafter, a link mechanism and a rack and pinion to control fins 30 and 40

of wake modifying system in an exemplary embodiment of the present invention will
be explained.
[00441

FIGS. 3, 5, and 10 are a schematic view illustrating two fins coupled to an

actuator via a link mechanism according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0045]

The link mechanism may include arms 58 and 59 which are fixed to fins 30

and 40 wherein an end of each arm 58 or 59 is pivotally coupled to a connecting rod
55.

8
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In various embodiments, as shown in FIGS. 3 and 5, one end of actuator 50

may be affixed to the watercraft and another end thereof is operably coupled to
another end of one of the arms 58 and 59 such that actuator 50 can synchronously
pivot fins 30 and 40 relative to centerline 10.
[0047]

In various embodiments, another end of actuator 50 may be fixed to one end

of the connecting rod 55 and disposed in parallel as shown in FIG. 9 such that
actuator 50 can synchronously pivot fins 30 and 40 relative to centerline 10.
[00481

FIG. 11 is a schematic view illustrating two fins coupled to an actuator via a

rack and pinion according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0049]

Here, one end of actuator 50 may be affixed to the watercraft and another end

thereof is operably coupled to a rack 70 which is meshed to pinions 75 formed
adjacent to the upright axis 36 and 46 of each fin 30 and 40 as shown in FIG. 11.
[ooso5

The wake modifying system, as an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention, may further include a display device having touch screen 100. In this
structure, the operator may provide a control signal to the controller 60 by touching
the touch screen 100 to control the rotation angle of fins 30 and 40. One will also
appreciate that otherwise conventional switches (e.g., mechanical, electronic, electro
mechanical, etc.) or other suitable means may be used to translate the drivers input to
suitable controls.
[oo51

Hereinafter, the operation of wake modifying system in an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention will explained with reference to FIG. 6(A) and
(B).
[00521

As shown in FIG. 6(A), fins 30 and 40 extend in their neutral position

substantially along center line 10. If a right side surf wake is desired, surf fins 30 and
40 may be turned to the left to a desired angle Od, as shown in solid lines in FIG. 6(B).
Such leftward alignment of the fins will cause the watercraft to turn towards the left.
In order to compensate, the driver must actively turn the watercraft to the right, for
example, steer to the right to overcome the effects of fins 30 and 40 of pulling the

9
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boat to the left. In order for the watercraft to ultimately travel straight, rudder 5
angles to the left as the driver steers right, as shown in FIG. 6(B), which causes the
watercraft to lean right such that the right aft corner sinks into the water (in much the
same manner as the watercraft would if the it were performing a conventional right
turn.
[00531

One will appreciate that, if a left surf wake is desired, the fins and rudder

would be turned in the opposing direction (e.g., as the fins are shown in phantom in
FIG. 6(B). This would require steering left to compensate, thus causing the water
craft to lean left and effecting a left surf wake.
[00541

As noted above, and with continued reference to FIG. 6(B), fins 30 and 40 (as

shown in solid lines) cause the watercraft to turn to the left. To compensate for this
tendency to turn left, the driver must steer the watercraft to the right in order to track a
straight path (e.g., parallel to centerline 10). Steering to the right causes rudder 5 to
angle left and extend in substantially the same direction as fins 30 and 40, and in
some cases, extend substantially parallel to the fins. Such alignment of fins and
rudder may direct or channel more water to the right side of the watercraft, which may
serve to further enhance a right surf wake.
[oos55

Such enhancement may result in creating a suitable wake for surfing with less

overall lean of the watercraft. For example, using conventional ballast methods, a
significant amount of weight would be positioned one side of the stern which would
effect a 14' lean to the desired side. In contrast, using the fins of the present
invention may effect a suitable wake with as little as 5' lean toward the desired side.
Such reduced lean may facilitate control of the water craft, and provide passengers on
the water craft a more enjoyable ride.
[0056]

One will also appreciate that the configuration of the present invention allows

the driver to switch from a right surf wake to a left surf wake "on-the-fly". In
particular, the driver may simply switch the fins from the solid line position of FIG.
6(B) to the phantom line position of FIG. 6(B), even while the watercraft is in motion,
even if the watercraft is at speed.

10
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When a speed of the watercraft is above a predetermined speed, the controller

60 may be configured to control actuator 50 to rotate the long portion 34 and 44 of
each or both of fins 30 and 40 to approximately 0' relative to centerline 10.
Accordingly, the watercraft may travel with fewer wakes. The predetermined speed
may be approximately 10 miles per hour.
[0058]

However, when the operator of the watercraft may create a large wake, he may

provide control signal to the controller 60 via the touch screen 100, and then the
controller 60 regulates actuator 50 to pivot fins 30 and 40 to the desired angle Od.
[0059]

Since fins 30 and 40 are aligned with a predetermined angle with respect to the

movement direction of the watercraft, the water facing the bow 2 of the watercraft
creates reaction force to fins 30 and 40. Accordingly, the bow 2 is yawed into the
water.
[0060]

In this structure, bow of the watercraft biased into the water is further

submerged into the water such that larger wakes are effectively created by the body of
the watercraft.
[0061]

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the maximum angle is

approximately 22 degrees.
[0062]

For convenience in explanation and accurate definition in the appended

claims, the terms "upper" and "lower" are used to describe features of the exemplary
embodiments with reference to the positions of such features as displayed in the
figures.
[0063]

The foregoing descriptions of specific exemplary embodiments of the present

invention have been presented for purposes of illustration and description. They are
not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed,
and obviously many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above
teachings. The exemplary embodiments were chosen and described in order to
explain certain principles of the invention and their practical application, to thereby
enable others skilled in the art to make and utilize various exemplary embodiments of
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the present invention, as well as various alternatives and modifications thereof. It is intended that
the scope of the invention be defined by the Claims appended hereto and their equivalents.

[0064]
5

Throughout this specification and the claims which follow, unless the context requires

otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will be
understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps but not the
exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.

[0065]
10

Reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information derived from it),

or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an acknowledgment or
admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or information derived from it) or
known matter forms part of the common general knowledge in the field of endeavour to which this
specification relates.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1.

A boat configured to produce a first wake when traveling through water and configured to

produce a second wake different from said first wake when a wake surfer is surfing said second
wake behind said boat; the boat comprising:
a hull;
an operator control;
at least one wake modifier oriented substantially vertically, wherein, when the boat is in
said water, said wake modifier is oriented substantially perpendicular to a surface of said water;
an actuator operably coupled to said wake modifier wherein actuation of said actuator
moves said wake modifier between a first position and a second position, wherein one of said first
position and said second position comprises said wake modifier being in a neutral position and the
other of said first and said second position comprises said wake modifier being in an engaged
position to form said second wake, said second wake comprising one of a left side surf wake or a
right side surf wake different from said left side surf wake;
a rudder configured to track said boat in a straight line through said water when said boat is
traveling at least at a speed suitable for surfing with said wake modifier in said engaged position;
and
an electronic controller configured to regulate said actuator responsive to electronic signals
received by said electronic controller from said operator control, said electronic signals responsive
to input into said operator control by an operator.

2.

The boat of Claim 1, wherein:
said at least one wake modifier comprises first and second wake modifiers;
said actuator comprises first and second actuators;
said controller being configured to regulate each of said first and second actuators; and
said operator of said boat using said operator control can switch said first and second wake

modifiers from said right side surf wake to said left side surf wake while the boat is moving
through the water at a predetermined speed, said predetermined speed being greater than stationary,
said predetermined speed comprises a speed suitable for surfing.

3.

The boat of Claim 1, wherein said actuator is responsive to move said at least one wake

modifier to said neutral position when said boat travels through said water above a predetermined
speed.
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4.

The boat of Claim 2, wherein said first wake modifier and said second wake modifier

individually move.

5.

The boat of Claim 2, wherein said first wake modifier and said second wake modifier

cooperatively move.

6.

A method of producing a surfing wake when a boat is configured for surfing as said boat

travels through water, said surfing wake being different from a wake when said boat is configured
for not surfing as said boat travels through water, the configuration of said boat from surfing to not
surfing responsive to input to an electronic control, said method comprising:
receiving input responsive to a selection of a right side surf wake; and
actuating an actuator responsive to a controller to move a substantially vertically oriented
wake modifier from a first position to a second position, wherein one of said first position and said
second position comprises said wake modifier being in a neutral position and the other of said first
and said second position comprises said wake modifier being in an engaged position to form said
surfing wake, said surfing wake comprising a right side surf wake different from a left side surf
wake.

7.

The method of Claim 6, wherein said substantially vertically oriented wake modifier

comprises a somewhat inclined wake modifier and wherein said actuating comprises actuating said
actuator to move said somewhat inclined wake modifier.

8.

The method of Claim 6, comprising:
receiving input responsive to a selection of a left side surf wake; and
actuating an actuator responsive to a controller to move a second substantially vertically

oriented wake modifier from a first position to a second position, wherein one of said first position
and said second position of said second wake modifier comprises said second wake modifier being
in a neutral position and the other of said first and said second position comprises said second wake
modifier being in an engaged position to form said surfing wake, said surfing wake comprising said
left side surf wake.

9.

The method of Claim 6, comprising tracking with a rudder said boat in a straight line

through said water when said boat is traveling at least at a speed suitable for surfing with said wake
modifier in said engaged position.
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10.

A surf boat comprising:
a hull;
a rudder;
a plurality of wake modifiers oriented substantially perpendicular to a surface of said water

when said hull is in said water, said plurality of wake modifiers each having a deployed position
and a neutral position, wherein when in said deployed position and said hull is moving through said
water, at least one of said plurality of said wake modifiers modifying a wake of said hull to produce
either a right side surf wake or a left side surf wake different from said right side surf wake; and
an operator control including a right surf control and a left surf control, wherein selection
of said right surf control causes at least one of said plurality of said wake modifiers to produce said
right side surf wake and selection of said left surf control causes at least one of said plurality of
said wake modifiers to produce said left surf wake.

11.

An inboard water-sports boat configured to produce a wake suitable for wake surfing, the

inboard water-sports boat comprising:
a hull configured to produce a wake when the hull moves through water, said hull housing
an engine and a ballast system;
at least one pivotable fin disposed on an underside centerline of the hull, wherein the fin
pivots about a substantially vertical axis between a neutral position, a first engaged position
configured to produce a first wake modification to form a right side surf wake, and a second
engaged position configured to produce a second wake modification to form a left side surf wake;
a user interface configured to receive user input;
at least one actuator responsive to the user input received by the user interface to pivot the
at least one fin between the neutral position, the first engaged position, and the second engaged
position; and
a rudder configured to, when desired, counter course alterations caused by the at least one
fin in the first engaged position or in the second engaged position to track the inboard water-sports
boat in a straight line through the water.

12.

The inboard water-sports boat of Claim 11, wherein the inboard water-sports boat is

configured to change from enhancing a right side of the wake for wake surfing to enhancing a left
side of the wake for wake surfing or to change from enhancing the left side of the wake for wake
surfing to enhancing the right side of the wake for wake surfing while the inboard water-sports boat
is moving at a speed suitable for wake surfing.
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13.

The inboard water-sports boat of Claim 11, wherein the inboard water-sports boat is

configured to produce the wake suitable for wake surfing without significant leaning of the inboard
water-sports boat to the side.

14.

An inboard water-sports boat for wake surfing, the inboard water-sports boat comprising:
a hull housing an engine and a ballast system;
a propeller positioned under the hull and responsive to the engine to move the hull forward

through water to produce a wake having a right wave and a left wave;
at least one fin movable between a first position and a second position, wherein the inboard
water-sports boat is configured to enhance the right wave for wake surfing on a right side of the
inboard water-sports boat when the inboard water-sports boat moves through water with the at least
one fin in the first position, and wherein the inboard water-sports boat is configured to enhance the
left wave for wake surfing on a left side of the inboard water-sports boat when the inboard water
sports boat moves through water with the at least one fin in the second position; and
a rudder for, when desired, tracking the inboard water-sports boat in a substantially straight
path as the inboard water-sports boat moves through water with the at least one fin in the first
position or the second position to enhance the right wave or left wave without significant leaning of
the inboard water-sports boat to a side;
wherein the at least one fin is disposed on a centerline of the inboard water-sports boat.

15.

The inboard water-sports boat of Claim 14, comprising:
a user interface configured to receive user input indicating a selection of enhancing the

right wave or enhancing the left wave; and
at least one actuator responsive to the user input received by the user interface, wherein the
at least one actuator is configured to move the at least one fin between the first position and the
second position in response to the user input received by the user interface,
wherein the inboard water-sports boat is configured to change from enhancing the right
wave to enhancing the left wave or to change from enhancing the left wave to enhancing the right
wave while the inboard water-sports boat is moving at a speed suitable for wake surfing.

16.

The inboard water-sports boat of Claim 14, wherein the at least one fin is configured to

pivot between the first position and the second position.

17.

The inboard water-sports boat of Claim 16, wherein the at least one fin is configured to

pivot about an upright axis.
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18.

The inboard water-sports boat of Claim 14, wherein the at least one fin has a substantially

vertical orientation in at least one of the first position and the second position.

19.

The boat of either Claim 1 or Claim 18, wherein the substantially vertical orientation

comprises a somewhat inclined orientation.

20.

The inboard water-sports boat of either Claim 11 or Claim 14, wherein the at least one fin

comprises two or more fins disposed on the centerline of the inboard water-sports boat.
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